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The Methven Domestic Boiler requires very little
attention. The dampers are so constructed and scientifi-
cally arranged that with a little practice a surprisingly low
fuel consumption can be obtained. Just start a nice
bright, full fire in the mornings, then regulate the dampers
until just the amount of draft (to keep it burning slowly)
is obtained. Afterwards only two additional applications
of fuel and a shake up every 24 hours is all that is neces-

fh sary. Rake out the. clinkers from the fire grate, keep the

The Methven Domestic Boiler requires very little
attention. The dampers are so constructed and scientifi-
cally arranged that with a little practice a surprisingly low
fuel consumption can be obtained. Just start a nice
bright, full fire in the mornings, then regulate the dampers
until just the amount of draft (to keep it burning slowdy)
is obtained. Afterwards only two additional applications
of fuel and a shake up every 24 hours is all that is neces-
sary. Rake out the clinkers from the fire grate, keep the
flues clean, and empty the ashes. That’s all. Just ten
minutes’ careful attention every day' returns a profitable
and plentiful supply of hot water night and day.

Fitted with Cleansing Plugs. Compact, Complete, and Everlasting. Burns Wood,Coal, Coke, and Rubbish; and may be simply and cheaply installed, as shown bythe following Illustrations:
No. 1 illustrates

a reliable and correct
method of connecting a

Methven
Domestic Boiler and

Circulator. Hot water.
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No. 2, showing an extension of the
Methven System, r

with the Hot Water flowing through
fixtures and returning to Copper

Circulator.
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No. 2, showing an extension of the
Methven System, nwith the Hot Water flowing through

fixtures and returning to Copper
Circulator.

The Methven Boiler
is fitted with a range lid on top to suit

a porridge or stock pot.
A veritable boon to Gas Range

users.
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(Copyrighted.) Elral
The Methven brings to the most modest home the same Perfect Plot-water Warmth which larger heating

plants give to mansions, cathedrals, and famous buildings all over the world. . \

Methven s Specialties are featured by all the leading Architects and may be
obtained from all dependable Ironmongers and Plumbers throughout N.Z.
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Telegrams: Methven, Dunedin.” SHOWROOMS: GEORGE STREET
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